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Samuel Mather Hall floods
BILL GARDNER
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

A broken pipe on the roof of Samuel Mather Hall caused massive water
damage to the building over winter
break. Water seeped down to all four
f loors, damaging the drywall and
ceiling tiles in classrooms, labs and
office spaces.
Although the maintenance staff
responded quickly to the incident

when Campus Safety alerted them to
the leak, some of the damage to the
drywall and ceiling was irreparable.
The damage did not only affect
the building. The departments had
to move lab animals that the neuroscience department is monitoring for
long-term experiments. This move
will inevitably affect the results, according to Professor of Neuroscience
Hewlet McFarlane.
“That’s very stressful for animals,

so the stress will alter their behavior
and their brain chemistry and their
immune function, so it will take a
while for them to get back to normal,”
McFarlane said. “So until that occurs
they’re not really usable as research
animals.”
Steve Arnett, director of facility
operations, wrote in an email that the
leak probably was due to a frozen pipe
bursting, and that the maintenance
team immediately shut off the wa-

SHANE CANFIELD

ter and repaired the pipe when they
found the source.
Maintenance also quickly began to
vacuum the water off the f loors and
replace ceiling tiles that were waterlogged. Dana Krieg, associate professor of psychology, said that there was
standing water in the hallways of the
building.
“Unfortunately most of the damage was on the first f loor because it
had nowhere else to go,” page 3

Email chain mocking ‘PC culture’
spurs backlash
EMILY BIRNBAUM | NEWS EDITOR

MLK Day speaker
emphasizes community
NIKKI ANDERSON

Most Rev. Michael B. Curry, the presiding bishop and primate of the Episcopal Church, spoke to a full Rosse Hall.
BETUL AYDIN
NEWS ASSISTANT

The Most Rev. Michael B.
Curry, the presiding bishop and
primate of the Episcopal Church,
quoted Martin Luther King, Jr.
in his Jan. 15 speech in Rosse
Hall: “We shall either learn to
live together as brothers and sisters, or we will perish together as
fools. The choice is ours: chaos
or community.”
The College did not cancel
classes on Jan. 15, instead welcoming students back from win-

ter break with its annual Day
of Dialogue event honoring the
legacy of Martin Luther King Jr.
Class schedules were altered to
allow faculty and students to attend events, as usual. Curry was
this year’s keynote speaker.
President Sean Decatur introduced Curry before his speech
in Rosse Hall. “Here at Kenyon,
we often speak of the notion of
community, but I would like to
challenge us today to reach farther towards King’s vision for
beloved community, in which
human decency would prevail

over hate, for society rooted in
love, peace, justice and respect,”
Decatur said.
Curry talked about the role
of individuals in establishing a
beloved community. “I am more
and more convinced that being a
member of the human race is not
quite enough,” Curry said. He
emphasized the importance of
individuals uniting into a community; people are more than
‘individual collections of selfinterest’ and should strive to
achieve well-being for humanity
as a whole.
page 4

“Are you a supporter of free speech?” Phu Duong ’21 wrote
in a Jan. 21 email to the student body. He inserted a picture of an
American eagle staring boldly into the distance. “Do you feel like
PC culture has taken it too far?”
In the next picture, a rugged man stands in front of an American flag with the word “censored” plastered over his hands. “Are
you tired of the weekly/daily Internet outrage?” In another, there
is a picture of a gorilla with a halo. “Perhaps you are concerned
with the possible repercussions of identity politics?”
“If you said yes to any of the above statements, join Young
Americans for Liberty today!”
The email received significant pushback following its release.
The subsequent email chain contained 42 replies, which were
equal parts denunciation, jokes and seemingly unrelated content.
“Please don’t co-opt the word liberty to be a vague buzzword
in your quest to delegitimize other people’s desires to work toward finding solutions for real problems,” Christopher Whalen
’18 wrote.
Alexander Raske ’19 attached a picture of video game character Crash Bandicoot with the caption “Tide pod memes?”
Though the email chain was widely regarded as another
abuse of the Student-Info feature (the most recent being the “lost
bikes” chain), it was also emblematic of a national tension: critics
of “PC culture” against those who believe so-called political correctness is a strategy to remove bigotry and ignorance from
everyday encounters.
page 3
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Village Record

North, South Korea
use musical diplomacy

Dec. 7 — Jan. 24

Dec. 8, 10:31 p.m. — Students found engaging in drug use on South Campus.
Dec. 15, 1:17 p.m. — Students found engaging in drug use on North Campus.
Jan. 14, 1:53 a.m. — Underage student intoxicated on North Campus.
Jan. 20, 1:33 a.m. — Student cited for underage drinking by deputy on North Campus.
Jan. 20, 12:38 a.m. — Student cited for underage drinking by deputy on North Campus.

Tax bill threatens donor activity

The GOP tax reform bill could disincentivize donors
EMILY BIRNBAUM
NEWS EDITOR

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, the
largest piece of tax reform legislation in more than 30 years, was
passed by Congress on Dec. 19.
The act’s sweeping changes to the
tax code will likely affect nearly
every American household and
business. But what will it mean
for the College?
One of the bill’s provisions
would take away a tax-related
incentive for people to donate to
Kenyon.
This bill nearly doubles the
standard deduction, the amount
that every taxpayer can subtract
from their taxable income. This
change will mean that fewer
taxpayers will list all of the deductions on their tax returns
and taking advantage of each of
them. One of the deductions that
may not be itemized as much will
be the deduction for charitable
giving.
Previously, 30 percent of taxpayers itemized their deductions
because they added up to more
than the standard deduction,
which was an average of $12,700.
Now, only five to 10 percent of
taxpayers are expected to itemize
under the new law because the
new average standard deduction
is $24,000.
This means fewer people
might be taking the charitable
deduction, a move that means
they will have less of a financial
incentive to give to institutions
of higher education such as Kenyon.
“The whole game with taxes is
to try to get deductions as high as
possible to reduce [the] taxable
amount as low as you can,” Associate Vice President for Planned
Giving Kyle Henderson said. “If
all of your deductions aren’t as

big as the standard deduction,
you can just take the standard
deduction.”
While Henderson believes
there may be some reduction
in giving to the College, he said
people rarely give charitably solely because of the associated tax
breaks.
“I believe that our donors, and
most charitable donors, are motivated primarily by their desire
to support our mission,” Henderson said. “Tax considerations
are much less important, though
people do pay attention to them.
There is no charitable donation
you can make that leaves you better off financially than keeping
the money, either before or after
the tax bill.”
The Office of Giving noticed
a “flurry of giving” at the end of
last year after the tax bill passed,
Henderson said. He hypothesized this was because the bill
was not implemented until 2018,
so people were rushing to itemize their charitable donations for
2017. He noted that the number
of donations was not very significant.
There were 4,612 donations
between July 1 and Dec. 31, 2016
and 4,745 between July 1 and
Dec. 31, 2017. In other words,
there was not a drastic increase
in donations between the fiscal years. It is unclear how this
might affect giving in the 2018
fiscal year.
Many proponents of higher
education feel that the most drastic education reforms proposed
in the House and Senate versions of the bill did not make it
to the final version. Higher education supporters met the House
and Senate versions of the tax bill
with outrage and activism. President Sean Decatur was one of
these vocal opponents.
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egations discussed their roles
in the games. Despite diplomatic efforts, North Korea
rejected their proposed role,
Global Kenyon is the Col- and withdrew from the 1988
legian’s recurring interna- games altogether, according
tional news feature. Because to a Dec. 20 Business Insider
these pieces will be short, we article.Nine months before
hope they will inspire readers the 1988 games, North Korean
to conduct research about the agents bombed a Korean Air
Flight in which there were no
global world on their own.
South Korea will host the survivors, according to a Jan.
Olympic Winter Games XXIII 3 Reuters article. The games
this February. While interna- could act as a symbol for deestional and regional tensions celating tensions between the
have escalated, music has be- nations. Assistant Track and
come a critical source for im- Field Coach and Recruiting
proving the diplomatic rela- Coordinator Brian Clymer
tionship between North and said the games are “a mirror
of our globalized world.” ForSouth Korea.
The two countries will use tunately, the 1988 games were
this moment to “present an successful.
The success of the 1988
image of Korea as part of the
world,” according to Professor games was a surprise. Toof Music Dane Heuchemer. day, a relatively peaceful sucInternational focus should be cess seems to be the predicton how the nations attempt to ed outcome, according to a
“f lout an image of being glo- Jan. 18 CNN article. This
balized,” he said. In recent is largely due to the careful
talks, the North promised to talks between the two Koreas surrounding
play tramusical perforditional
[Music will be
mances.
Korean
K-Pop, short
folk, as
used] to presfor Korean pop
well as ent an image of Korea
music, is one of
classical
as part of the world.
the fastest growmusic
ing genres in the
accordworld. It is exing to a Professor of Music Dane
pected that KJanuary Heuchemer
Pop will be fea15 New
York Times article. According tured alongside traditional
to the same source, the South South Korean and North KoKorean government hopes rean Orchestra music, accordthat this musical diplomacy ing to a Jan. 15 New York Times
will “contribute to improving article and a Jan. 23 ABC News
relations and recovering the article. The two delegations
cultural homogeneity.” This agreed upon musical acts in
motion toward peace comes about two weeks, according
at a time when tensions have to a Jan. 15 Independent arbeen high between President ticle. As a result of these imDonald Trump and Supreme proved relations, North and
Leader of North Korea Kim South Korea are set to march
across the international stage
Jong Un.
In 1988, South Korea host- as one united Korea, under
ed the Winter Games in Seoul. one unified f lag according to
Through the games, “South a Jan. 22 NPR article. Despite
Korea reintroduced itself to opposition protests throughthe world,” according to a out Seoul and Pyeongchang,
Dec. 18 Los Angeles Times North and South Korea will
article.For three years prior, also compete as a unified
North and South Korean del- women’s hockey team.
ERIC SUTTON
STAFF WRITER

“
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Silver to deliver commencement
Jon Stewart was the selection group’s first choice.
inf luential people in 2009. In
2016, Silver inaccurately predicted that Hillary Clinton
EMILY BIRNBAUM
would win the presidency,
NEWS EDITOR
though FiveThirtyEight put
Journalist and statistician the chance of Clinton winning
Nate Silver will address the at 71.4 percent, lower than
Class of 2018 for the College’s some other polling organiza190th commencement.
tions, according to The Hill.
Silver is the creator and Silver was nominated as comeditor-inmencement
chief
of
speaker by a
I think it’s a
FiveThircommittee of
tyEight, a
students, facgood match
news anal- both for our point in
ulty and staff,
ysis website
which includtime and for Kenyon.
that
uses
ed Ben Dougstatistics
las ’18.
to explain President Sean Decatur
Douglas
prominent
said that the
stories. Silver attracted atten- committee was presented with
tion for developing PECOTA, a list of potential nominees and
a system that forecasts the per- they ranked their top choices.
formances of Major League He said that the committee’s
Baseball players. His accurate first choice was comedian Jon
predictions during the 2008 Stewart, though he would not
and 2012 presidential elec- disclose who else was on the
tions elevated him to national list besides Silver. Both Dougprominence, and Time Maga- las and Student Council Presizine named him one of its 100 dent George Costanzo ’19 said
GABRIELLE HEALY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

“

NATE SILVER

Nate Silver is the founder and editor-in-chief of FiveThirtyEight

they did not know why Stewart
was not the commencement
speaker.
President Sean Decatur
said he thought the selection
of Silver was “great,” adding
“I’ve been a Nate Silver fan for
a while and I’m interested to
hear what he has to say. I think
it’s a good match both for our
point in time and for Kenyon.”
Decatur said that every
year he has been on campus,
there has been a “leak of some
type” and the speaker was announced before the traditional
date of Fandango, an annual
event for the senior class. “I
think the announcement timing varies from year to year
both depending on when someone gets back to us.”
Silver will receive an honorary degree from Kenyon.
He attended the University of
Chicago, where he graduated
in 2000 with a B.A. in economics.
Commencement will be
held on May 19.

‘Free speech’ club hosts first meeting Pipe bursts in Smather
Continued from Page 1

“When you try to ask, ‘Why aren’t
we allowed to say this thing?’, that
thing is usually being used to harm
minorities,” Ronan Weber ’20 wrote
in a reply email.
Over the course of the email chain,
Weber suggested staging a counterprotest at the same time and location
as the first Young Americans for Liberty meeting. Duong wrote in a Jan.
22 email: “For the safety of YAFL
club members, I will be altering the
location and time of the upcoming
meeting. If you are still interested in
joining, please email me for more information.”
The group Duong was promoting,
Young Americans for Liberty, is a national libertarian group with over 900
chapters on college campuses. It touts
itself as a “pro-liberty organization …
committed to winning on principle,”
according to its official website. In his
email, Duong described the group as
a place to “discuss important issues
regarding liberty, freedom and traditional values in America today.”
Kenyon’s chapter of YAFL, which
is not a registered student organization, met in Tomsich 103 at 8 p.m.
on Jan. 24. Ten minutes before the
meeting began, Duong surveyed the
blackboard, on which he had written
a quote by physicist Max Born and
“YAFL” in white chalk.
“It’s only white!” he said. “Oh,
crap!” He grabbed several pieces of
colored chalk from the other board
and colored in the quote and acronym. “There. Now we’re no longer a
hate group.”
Duong started the meeting with
remarks about his mission. Duong
admitted he was a “Bernie bro” dur-

ing the 2016 presidential election, but
“something changed.”
“Maybe it was how fast things were
becoming polarized,” Duong said.
“People only stuck with those who
reaffirmed their own beliefs. It’s very
important for us to have an organization like this on campus.” Then, he
opened up the floor for questions.
Duong’s main criticism of campus
culture is the lack of active community and resources for right-leaning
students on campus. The president of
Kenyon Republicans Brooks Alderman ’18 replied to Duong’s email with
a curt rebuttal: “I just want everyone
to know that the Kenyon Republicans
have absolutely no ties, formal or informal, to this organization.”
The meeting’s 13 attendees included Sam Truecki ’21, Nathan Geesing
’21, Andrew Herbelin ’21 and Theo
Prentice ’21 — all first years. The majority of those who participated in
conversation expressed their desire
for objective political debates.
Geesing asked the group to reflect
on why they felt a group like YAFL
was necessary. He said he had attended meetings by groups like Kenyon
Students for Justice in Palestine and
the Black Student Union — groups
that the attendees of YAFL might decry as safe spaces. “There have been
times in those meetings when people
said things not everyone agreed with,”
Geesing said. “People calmly told others why they disagreed with them. I
don’t think they’re as exclusive and
hive-minded as you think they are.”
Duong replied his mission was to
create a space dedicated to oppositional viewpoints. Prentice chimed in
with an explanation of his confusion
at this polarized political moment.
“I don’t really know where I am
[politically] right now,” Prentice said.

“The most I can say is centrist. All I
know is that it feels like I went to sleep
while I was in the left’s camp and all of
the sudden, I woke up and I was in no
man’s land. The right was firing this
way and the left was firing that way
and I was in the middle and I had to
duck my head down. Otherwise, I’d
get shredded.”
Several students have alleged that
the views expressed in a “pro-free
speech” group would likely amount
to hate speech.
“Hate and ignorance are bedfellows,” Kyla Spencer ’18 wrote in a reply to Duong’s original email. “Just
because you welcome people from
all backgrounds doesn’t mean your
group isn’t a hate group.”
Duong said he understood this
sentiment, but hoped that people
would approach him directly to talk
through their differences in opinion.
“I wanted the email to be somewhat satirical,” Duong said. “Maybe
I didn’t do a good job of making that
clear, but I don’t want people to think
that this is just a joke or that I’m not
sincere with what I’m saying.”
Some students did not understand
the email was satirical — rather, they
felt it made a mockery of political conversation. “When someone turns free
speech into a meme, or a joke, as was
done in the email for Young Americans for Liberty, anyone who wants
to challenge the assumptions within
that discussion is seen as a buzzkill,”
Weber said.
Overall, the group came to a consensus that they hoped to support students that do not identify with the left
wing. Although the meeting concluded without a set date to meet again,
they plan to carry out their mission
through open discussions, speakers
and support for one another.

stains.
All in all, Arnett said he is
Continued from Page 1
happy with how quickly the
Krieg said. “But we were also water damage was managed.
lucky that someone came into
“We went from standing wathe building and saw it, be- ter in the hallways and soaked
cause it was the Friday before ceiling tiles falling to the floor
New Year’s, and if someone to a building that could be ochadn’t come in here until the cupied and continue the norday after New Year’s — I can’t mal course of business in less
even wrap my head around it.” than two weeks,” Arnett wrote.
Arnett also wrote that the
Krieg was also pleased with
College hired Rainbow Resto- how quickly the maintenance
ration, an outside contractor, department was able to clean
to come in and help with the up the building.
repair. They
Although
were on site
building reWe were also
the same day
pair is movlucky that
of the leak,
ing
along
and began someone came into the
quickly,
drying the building and saw it.
MacFarfloors,
as
lane said the
well as re- Associate Professor of Psyflooding still
moving any chology Dana Krieg
may
alter
wet drywall.
the results in
Arnett wrote
the experithat approxments, which
imately 5,200 square feet of may force some professors and
drywall was removed from the students to repeat them in the
building, and 2,100 square feet coming months.
of ceiling tiles were replaced.
“You don’t have the luxury
Chief Business Officer Mark of simply packing it in,” McFarKohlman said he did not yet lane said. “At the most, what it
know how much this repair means is that any experiments
would cost the College.
we do now we’ll have to reKohlman said the College peat entirely again. … So at the
is now focused on restoring minimum we’ll be repeating all
and repairing the building. He of our experiments.”
said that crews will move into
However, despite the setthe building over spring break backs, McFarlane said the deto replace the drywall and ad- partment will continue to folminister any other repairs the low their normal working
building may need. Arnett said schedule.
“This sort of thing is never
that they will also repaint the
good,”
he said. “But, it hapdrywall and ceiling tiles that
pens,
so
you simply deal with it
were replaced, and shampoo
and
keep
going.”
the carpets to remove water

“
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Spanish lang
newspaper to
publish soon
FRANCES SAUX
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR

Staff members were busy at Monday’s meeting of El Medio Camino, Kenyon’s new Spanishlanguage newspaper.
“Did you write an article? Did you find
more writers?” Sofia Alpizar Roman ’21, one of
the organization’s general directors, asked the
group of 15 members in Timberlake House.
One person had solicited a story from a Kenyon student studying abroad in Panama. Another said she had interviewed a Mexican novelist last year; the interview was in English, but
she could translate it.
Founded last semester, El Medio Camino
(“Middle Path” in Spanish), plans to publish its
first issue at the end of February. It will feature
a collection of news, personal stories, creative
writing and opinions, all written in Spanish
and concerning Spanish or Latinx people and
culture.
Visiting Assistant Professor of Spanish Diego del Río Arrillaga, new to Kenyon this year,
got the idea for the project last semester when
he realized how many Spanish-speaking Kenyon students wanted to explore the news, writing and literature of Spanish-speaking cultures.
“I just wanted to mix the more artistic ivory tower part with the social,” del Río Arrillaga said in November, when the Collegian first
spoke to him about the newspaper. “For me
that was really important not just to have news,
but also the creative part. Sometimes people
just want to write poetry.”
At the end of last semester, del Río Arrillaga assembled a staff of 15 students, mostly
first years and sophomores, with a range of fluency levels and backgrounds. Spanish language
learners, for instance, will be in charge of distributing the newspaper.
Alpizar Roman is an international student
from Costa Rica, and Dani Martinez ’21, the
other general director, grew up speaking Spanish with her mother, who is from Argentina.
Others, like Grace Cross ’21, attended a Spanish immersion school.
Alpizar Roman hopes the newspaper will
unite Spanish speakers at Kenyon, help those
learning the language practice outside of class
and connect Kenyon students with people off
the Hill.
“I can tell that Spanish speakers are a strong
community here, although it’s not high in
quantity,” Martinez said.
The newspaper will have three sections. The
first, which they call Community Outreach,
will cover local news about the Spanish-speaking community both at Kenyon and elsewhere
in Knox County. The second will focus on
opinions pieces and essays about world events
relevant to Hispanic countries or populations.
The third will contain creative writing in Spanish.
Within these categories, the content is still
flexible. Cross, for one, plans on writing a series
of reviews of classic books. “I was reading a lot
of classic Spanish lit; I thought it would be good
to continue with it in my free time,” she said.
The members are still figuring out some
logistics. Their first issue will function as a
trial run; after that, they aim to publish once a
month. They might publish English summaries of the articles alongside the ones written in
Spanish, or print QR codes which lead to English blurbs on the website. The vast majority of
the content, however, will be in Spanish.

ANNA LIBERTIN

Moody’s downgrades Kenyon’s bond rating

The rating might improve thanks to the recent $75 million donation.
HELENA WINTERBOTTOM
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon’s bond rating dropped from
an A1 to A2 rating in November of 2017
according to Moody’s, an investment information website. This lower bond rating means the College’s financial future
may be at risk.
Bond ratings help potential investors
in the College analyze the value of the
investment as a financial asset. Bonds
are established agreements between an
investor and a company or organization.
Via a bond, the investor loans money to
the company and is paid back in full
with interest. Bond credits are ranked
into about 15 categories, with A1 being
the second and A2 the third.

Kenyon’s shift from A1 to A2 may
leave the College liable to receive less investment in the future. This downgrade
didn’t come as a complete surprise, considering the College’s recent financial
activity, according to Vice President for
Finance Todd Burson.
“When the College updated the Campus Master Plan in 2014, a number of
potential capital projects were identified,” Burson said. “Since 2014, the College’s senior administration and the
Board of Trustees have spent a considerable amount of time reviewing and prioritizing the identified capital projects
in the Master Plan. As one can imagine,
figuring out how to pay for the projects
was and continues to be the the biggest
challenge.”

Burson said that, while the lowered
bond rating may have been the result of
the revenue spent on the Campus Master Plan, the drop could be amended by
the recent anonymous 75 million dollar
donation to the school.
As Assistant Professor of Economics PJ Glandon suggested, “The College
could aim for a higher bond rating by
borrowing less and investing less in our
facilities,” he said. “That’s a good thing
because the next time we need to issue
bonds, a large variety of investors such
as pension funds and insurance companies will consider buying them. What
matters most is the College’s ability to
attract outstanding students and deliver
an exceptional education to those students.”

MLK Day sparks self-reflection, conversation
Continued from Page 1

After Curry spoke, a panel consisting of Priest-in-charge of Harcourt Parish and Chaplain Rachel
Kessler, Professor of Religious Studies Ennis Edmonds and Eric Sutton
III ’18 followed.
Each panelist discussed the importance of racial reconciliation.
“Our redemption comes in the
form of the beloved community Martin Luther King spoke about,” Kessler
said during the panel. “But living in
that beloved community has to begin
with those of us who have enjoyed
great privilege and are complicit in
ongoing systems of injustice and oppression — owning that and doing
the hard work of turning away from
it.”
The Office of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion, along with other faculty

“

Living in that beloved community [Martin Luther
King spoke about] has to begin with those of us
who have enjoyed great privilege ... owning that
and doing the hard work of turning away from
it.

The Most Rev. Michael B. Curry

and community members, formed
the planning committee for the Day
of Dialogue.
In early 2016, as a Canterbury peer
minister, Eva Warren ’19 worked with
Kessler and other students to invite
Curry to speak.
Going forward, Warren hopes to
see more discussion about the injustices that minorities face.
“We don’t have tough conversations,” Warren said. “We are very fine

with saying, ‘We are against these
things, we are all for these things,’ but
we don’t really talk about the why.”
Associate Provost for Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion and Professor
of English Ted Mason hopes students
are inspired to ref lect and act according to their own conscience.
“Events like this are intended to be
precipitating,” Mason said. “The goal
is to precipitate campus thought and
campus discussion.”
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“Winning the West with Words” was curated by Assistant Professor of History Patrick Bottiger and Assistant Professor of Art History and American Studies Austin Porter.

New archival exhibition dismantles indigenous stereotypes
DAN NOLAN
ARTS EDITOR

Chief Wahoo may be the
most vivid example of the disconnect between stereotypical representations of Native
Americans and their lived experience. Wahoo is the mascot
for the Indians, Cleveland’s
Major League Baseball team.
His dark red skin, exaggerated
features and the feather tied to
his head create an image that is
not representative of America’s
indigenous peoples.
A new exhibition in the
Greenslade Special Collections
and Archives examines the origin of these persistent stereotypes. “Winning the West with
Words” presents images and
texts from the early 19th century that chronicle the United
States’ expansion west and the

displacement of Native Americans. The exhibition was cocurated by Assistant Professor
of Art History and American
Studies Austin Porter. Based
on a 2011 book by James Buss
with the same name, the exhibition illustrates the effect
words and images have on our
perceptions of other people.
One of the first paintings
in the exhibition is “The Bear
Dance” by George Catlin. The
Native Americans in the image
have painted bodies and wear
feathers, bear masks and necklaces. Their body language and
facial expressions are exaggerated. This exoticized portrayal, among others by Catlin and contemporaries, is the
main source of a pervasive
myth from this time period:
the “vanishing Indian.”
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don’t fit the stereotype, you
don’t exist as an Indian,” he
said.
Portraits of people from
the Blackfeet Nation from the
1920s and 1930s by Winold Reiss raise similar issues. These
portraits, commissioned by
the Great Northern Railroad
to help foster tourism, show
paintings with stereotypes
similar to those by Catlin.
One man, named “Arrow Top,”
wears a patterned blanket and
feathers and holds a two-footlong pipe.
“The exhibit points to the
production of stereotypes that
were certainly powerful in the
19th century, are absolutely
still powerful today,” Bottiger
said. “It reminds us that we
need to be aware about how we
tell our own stories.”

Paul Tran chronicles cross-cultural trauma through poetry
CLARA YETTER
STAFF WRITER

Paul Tran is a poet who deals with
trauma. A deft chronicler of turmoil
ranging from the devastation of the
Vietnam War to the physical and emotional trauma that accompanies sexual violence, Tran is as much a historian as they are a poet.
With work published in three anthologies of poetry and a poem featured in a Sept. 25, 2017 issue of The
New Yorker, the Vietnamese-American poet, educator and editor Paul
Tran is working on their first poetry
manuscript. Their vibrant stories will
create an evening of compelling poetry on Jan. 26 in the Cheever Room of
Finn House.
Juniper Cruz ’19, Kenyon Review
associate and student manager of
Snowden Multicultural Center, spearheaded the planning of the event. Cruz
said she first discovered Tran incidentally through her online poetry class.
“I think they do an amazing job at
acknowledging marginalized folks’
plight and power and the messiness
of intersectionality in a way that can

be expressed through both words and
emotion,” Cruz said of Tran in an
email to the Collegian.
Tran is also a poetry editor at The
Offing, an online literary magazine,
and holds the position of Chancellor’s Graduate Fellow in the Writing
Program at Washington University
in St. Louis.
Their work explores the complex
interconnections of queerness, mental health and the difficulties of being a first-generation Vietnamese
American. In addition to having their
work published in Prairie Schooner
and RHINO, Tran was the first Asian
American in almost 20 years to win
the Nuyorican Poets Cafe Grand
Slam.
After approaching Chris Kennerly,
associate dean of students and director of the Office of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion (ODEI), with her idea,
Cruz suggested that ODEI, the Kenyon Review and the LGBTQ+ Diversity Fund collaborate to host Tran on
the Hill.
The LGBTQ+ Diversity Fund was
established to encourage activities
and events that foster community for
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Paul Tran will read poetry and speak about their experience as a non-binary, firstgeneration Vietnamese American on Jan. 26 in Finn House.

lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer and questioning students, and
for others on the gender spectrum,
according to the fund’s webpage.
Cruz is excited to hear what thehave prepared. “I think Paul Tran

will bring very important discussions
about the intersections of queerness,
gender and race in a way that is both
celebratory, but realistic,” she said.
Tran will give a reading on Friday,
Jan. 26 at 5 p.m. in Cheever Room.
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Students share some of their experiences from their past semester off the Hill.
Interviews have been edited for length and clarity.

Italy

While I was in Italy I went with my aunt and my cousin, who were visiting me, up north to this tiny
town called Villa Di Chiavenna to search for distant relatives. It’s around five miles from Switzerland —
it’s right in the Alps. The family had no idea that we were coming. I spoke Italian but my aunt and cousin
did not. We got up there and we walked into a cafe and I was like, “Hey do you guys know the Sciuchetti
family?” A man at the cafe was like, “Not really, but let me ask my friend,” so he called his friend, and his
friend came in to the cafe. The friend knew them and said, “Oh yeah, they moved to Piuro, which is the
next town over.” So we were like, “OK,” and he said, “They live by the church.”
We hitchhiked back from Chiavenna to the place we were staying. The guy we hitchhiked with knew the family too and said they live in Piuro by the church
and across from the pizzeria, so we got one more piece of information. The next day we went to Piuro, walked into the cafe and asked around, but we couldn’t
find anyone who knew them. Finally, in the corner of the cafe, we found a family, and they all were like, “Oh my God, yeah. We’ll take you to their house.” So
we had five locals walk us to their house. We rang the doorbell and this lady came out and we said, “Hey, uh, we think we’re related to you.” And then the lady
recognized my aunt who visited 20 years ago and went “Oh my God,” and welcomed us in. We had coffee and cookies, and they whipped out all these family
pictures. They had pictures of my grandpa and even of me as a baby and my parents. I was shocked. They got them from my aunt when she visited apparently.
I was doing a lot of translating. My aunt spoke Spanish,
so she could speak
Spanish and then the Italians would barely understand
her and then speak back in Italian and she’d kind of
understand, but it was a lot of translation. And then
their son Massimo — he’s like my dad’s generation
— came home with his family and he spoke English
finally; that was like after two hours. We all went
out to dinner and it was really fun. They
were just so wonderful and welcoming.
The next day I told them that I had to
leave to go back to Rome and they met me
at the train station. I didn’t know they
would be there, I was just showing up
to go home and they were there with
cookies. It was really sweet. And now I
have their address and I wrote them a letter. They had no idea that I was coming, so it
was so amazing that they were so welcoming.

Anna Zinanti ’19

Chicago, Illinois

We were housed in an apartment building, but many students lived there, and it
was on a very lively block with a lot of bars and things. We had a small piano bar in
my building itself, like a bar where there’s a piano player in the corner where you
can, like, request “Piano Man” and people will sing along. I’m not from Chicago, so
I really have no authority to say this, but I had a couple of those moments where I
felt like I was out of time, and I thought piano bars died at least 40 years ago. It was
not the same guy every time; they worked in shifts. I saw the same person a couple of times, but it was like bartenders; they had them shifted out.
Also, because I was studying Chicago-area bars and restaurants, I felt like when I did those things, I was doing research. What you essentially did
in my program is spend a semester writing a research paper at the Newberry, which, as a research library, is known for its primary resource collections. I’m a junior American studies major and, in the library, I found a collection of matchbooks from Chicago bars and restaurants of the 1940s,
[and] I did an analysis of them as cultural objects.

Herbie Dittersdorf ’19

Argentina

There was a moment when I got
really sick. I went
to the doctor and
he kind of fondled
me and was like, “Uh, come back when it’s a more critical issue.” The next day, I started throwing up all morning so I came back and was like, “Dude, you need to diagnose me,” and he
was like, “You know what, I think you have something wrong with your small intestine. You
should just eat rice and soup, nothing else, ever — and drink water.” And I was like “OK.”
But when I got back home, I was still sick again. I was just kind of throwing up all the time
and my host mom came and she was very nice. She was very good to me, but at some point
in the conversation, while I was throwing up, she said, “You know, you’re a very smart girl, so
it’s a good thing if you miss class because you’ll be able to catch up. I know you’re bright.” And
I said, “Thank you.” Then she said, “Not like Jewish people, they’ve got something inherently
wrong with them.” And I was like, “What?” And she said, “I don’t know, it’s something about
their race that makes them more inferior to others.” I was just like, “I’m sick and trying to
process that you’re being racist.” It kind of tainted my experience but I thought of it in an
anthropological lens trying to understand where these people are coming from or what the
difference was.

Gabrielle Eugenio ’19
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Netherlands

My program got to Utrecht in the Netherlands on the 24th of August, and we stayed at this
hostel. The first morning after we got there, a good friend of mine woke up with all of these
bites all over her body. She immediately thought mosquitos, because it was in the middle of
the summer. It could’ve been anything — we weren’t too worried about it — but a few days
later other people in their room started getting them. They found bed bugs, so they did their
laundry, sprayed something around their room, and thought they were done with it, but a couple days later, we were sitting at an academic conference
— it was super official, we were the youngest people there — and another one of my friends found a bed bug between the pages of their notebook.
At this point, everyone’s freaking out. A group of people skipped the presentation, went back, and tried to sort it out. Eventually, they moved out to
a corporate hostel two blocks away, called StayOk. StayOk is a lot more expensive and all over the country — it’s basically a hotel. The bed bugs moved
up to my room, and they moved around to another room. I wasn’t getting bites, or at least I wasn’t reacting to them. The hostel owners did everything
they could in the moment, but the reality is if you have an infestation of this size, you’re gonna have to treat the entire building. And the building,
which has a long history of affiliation with anarchist activists, was pretty big. It would’ve been 100,000 euros to do it, and I can’t imagine an anarchist
collective has a reserve of 100,000 euros. So we just kind of got comfortable and waded in. It was a big mess. I’m pretty sure our TA for that program
said she’s getting a bed bug tattooed on her arm.

Devon Chodzin ’19

India

We were learning Zen Buddhism from a man who had
been in a Zen monastery and he introduced this thing that
they do in the monastic community where they have a
large stick — it’s kind of like a bat but a little bit flattened.
At first, he used it to straighten our backs, like if we weren’t
sitting correctly he would put it against our backs so that
we would be more aligned. But then, the second week we
were practicing Zen, he introduced this thing where, if you’re falling asleep or you’re not holding
your posture, they just hit you with it, basically. Its intended purpose is to bring you back exactly
into that moment because that’s what you’re supposed to do in Zen: live aggressively in the moment. So, I remember sitting in the Japanese temple in India and it was the first time he
started hitting us, and when you’re practicing Zen you can only look straight forward
and sort of down, so I was aware that it was happening, because in my periphery, I
could see him moving closer to me, and then you just hear it. It’s extremely loud. It’s
this really loud smack that echoes through this giant temple that we were in, with
super high ceilings.
Of course, it was voluntary. You’d put your hands together and then you’d
lean forward and then he’d hit you on your shoulder, but I didn’t know that. I
started getting sick to my stomach because I could just hear it getting closer
every time someone got hit. I would physically jump when I would hear it.
After being introduced to the sound, that became the object of my focus,
and so it kind of magnified this anxiety about it. Ultimately, I misunderstood it. I thought he was just hitting people the first time, so he walked past
me and I was jumping every time it happened and I was feeling sick. I was
feeling queasy, and
I was just super anxious, and in all of this
I’m thinking the
way to get out of it is to sit up as straight
as possible. So, I’ve got
the best posture anyone’s ever had — I’m
just so terrified — and
then he just like walked by me. I was super
relieved, but after that,
every time he hit somebody else, I still
jumped, even though I
knew it had passed me.

Henry Williams ’19

China

I signed up for an ultimate tournament in Fuzhou. We lost almost every
single game. It was like one of those
things where you know you are getting
your ass kicked to the point that you
don’t really care anymore. It got to the
point where we’d score one point and
go ballistic like we had won the Super Bowl. We would run out to celebrate
with each other and just go wild whenever anything relatively good happened, and the security guards — in China there are security guards everywhere — were on the sidelines watching us.
We were celebrating so much that they walked over because they thought
there was like a situation going on. They were watching us run around chasing plastic, and then a disc lands next to one of them and he picks it up and
runs it over and we’re like, “No, no, no, throw it,” and so he threw it directly
into the ground. I threw it back to him and said, in Chinese, “Do you want
to play with us?” He said OK, and so we tossed for like a solid 15 minutes.
He told me his name, and then his boss ran over and told him to cut it out,
so he thanked us and ran off.

Nick Kaufman ’19
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Gutbucket’s punk-infused jazz breaks with traditional form
ANNMARIE MORRISON

From left to right: Adam Gold, Pat Swoboda, Ken Thompson and Ty Citerman of Gutbucket took turns soloing and playing together through the night on Friday, Jan. 19.
ZACK EYDENBERG
STAFF WRITER

With Gambier’s harsh winter in
full swing, Associate Professor of
Music Ross Feller promised “heat” to
a mid-January Rosse Hall crowd last
Friday. Brooklyn outfit Gutbucket,
the latest act brought by Kenyon’s
Warner Concert Series, provided an
evening of jazz, rock and more.
The Warner Concert Series is dedicated to “chamber jazz,” the music of
small acoustic ensembles emphasizing live interplay between musicians.
Gutbucket, described variably as “artrock-tainted chamber jazz,” “avantjazz” and even “punk jazz,” promised
an intense take on the Warner Series’s
format.
The quartet immediately shook
the audience with a loud, dissonant
chord on a fast, steady beat delivered
perfectly in time. Ty Citerman, the
guitarist, dressed all in red to complement his guitar, worked through
daunting counter-melodies. Ken
Thompson, in muted blue and green,
swayed vigorously with his saxophone to keep track of the aggressive

and constantly shifting beat. Meanwhile, Adam Gold, in rock drummer’s flannel, efficiently switched
mallets before continuing his nimble
work. Between the three of them, Pat
Swoboda, in concert white and black,
channeled punk-level energy into an
upright travel bass, plucking with
vision-blurring speed and, when necessary, lifting himself off the ground
for full effect. Toward the end of their
set, concluding a piece fittingly titled
“Exercise,” each quarter of Gutbucket
relaxed into an exhausted breath.
Self-described as somewhere on
the “rock/jazz spectrum,” Gutbucket
inhabits a confusing space between
traditional genres, according to Citerman, one of the group’s founders.
“Ken and I, in the 90s … were playing with musicians who were broad
listeners: contemporary, classical,
improvised music,” Citerman said in
an interview with the Collegian. He,
Thompson and two former members
formed Gutbucket in 1999. “We were
interested in creating a group that
could be a vehicle for a lot of these
ideas. We weren’t so much concerned

with genre.”
Swoboda, who joined in 2012
on bass, felt confident in the band’s
unique inter-genre sound. “When
I started playing with the band, and
listened to the whole back-catalogue,
my thought was like, ‘I’ve never heard
music like this before.’ And it is kind
of cool to think about it like that,” he
said. “Everything we’re experiencing
we’re influenced by, but we’re not in
the great lineage of anything specific.”
Gutbucket challenges the generic
conventions of jazz. Thompson described the more traditional jazz format as a “melody and the chords behind it,” bookending improvisations
on that melody.
These challenges continue the
work of previous jazz innovators. Citerman specifically cited the systematic genre interrogations of Ornette
Coleman, Cecil Taylor and other
figures of the free jazz’ movement,
which flourished in the 1960s.
The members of Gutbucket challenge not only jazz but also each other. Each member of what Gutbucket
calls the “composer collective” writes

music intending to “nudge people out
of their comfort zones,” Thompson
said.
Gutbucket’s work also features
improvisation. “I don’t think we have
anything that doesn’t have any improvisation ... without exception,” Citerman said.
Swoboda considers this an important part of the group’s music. “When
I was writing for the group, it was
something specific and controlled,
but the entire time I was imagining
Ty’s guitar solo,” he said. “It was a
huge influence on the compositional
process.”
Improvisations aside, each audience gets the same Gutbucket. “You
never know how they’re gonna react,
so we’re gonna play the same show
we’d play for anyone else,” Thompson
said. “I hope that people are willing to
just kind of go there with us, and be
willing to hear it.”
As the band suspected, the audience had a range of reviews.
“I didn’t really like it,” Hanaa Ibrahim ’22 said. “It’s maybe not my type,
but it was interesting watching them

perform. They’re really passionate
about what they’re doing.”
Oliver VandenBerg ’20 had a different perspective. “I really enjoyed
it,” he said. “They were super cohesive, which I have not experienced to
this level in an avant-garde group.”
“Sick,” added a smiling Avery
Campos ’18.
A “sick” band requires a sick
name, and after reviewing “hundreds” of options,” Citerman said the
group settled on “Gutbucket.”
“[It] refers to the Prohibition Era,”
Citerman said. “Where there were
juke joints and illegal distillation operations. The gutbucket caught some
kind of stuff — ”
“The spillage,” Thompson chimed
in.
“It came to mean jazz with a certain amount of … edge to it. We liked
that idea.”
“We do not play period piece music,” Citerman assured this reporter.
“We took the name because it had
that kind of spirit. The ‘grit,’ and the
idea that music was for regular people.”

Venus in Fur amplifies dynamic between actors and directors
JOSHUA BIATCH
STAFF WRITER

For an actor, there is nothing more
common, and paradoxically mundane and
nerve-wracking, than an audition: You go
in, and do your monologue. If you’re lucky
they’ll have you do it again, and you’re done.
The whole thing takes 15 minutes, tops. One
might not imagine this process to be fruitful material for an hour-and-a-half play,
yet in the hands of a skilled playwright and
production team, it becomes wonderfully
compelling theater. This is what KCDC’s
next senior thesis show, directed by Anika
Massmann ’18, and starring Catherine Collison ’18 and Isaiah Stavchansky ’18, has in
store. This past Monday, I had the immense
pleasure of attending one of the early technical rehearsals for Kenyon College Dance
and Dramatic Club’s production of David
Ives’s 2010 play Venus in Fur.
Ives based the play on a 19th century
German novel, Venus in Furs, by Leopold
von Sacher-Masoch, which is about a man
who begs a woman to enter into a sadomasochistic relationship and struggles to
maintain submission when all he wants is
dominance.
Ives’s play centers on Thomas Nova-

check (Stavchansky), a playwright and
director who has adapted the novel for
the stage, and Vanda Jordan (Collison), a
young actress who comes to audition for
the female lead.
The play’s action is confined to the audition, in which actor and playwright assume
the characters of another woman named
Vanda, Vanda von Dunayev, a woman regal and poised, “a typical woman of her day,
despite her professed principles,” and Severin von Kushemski, a man restrained and
repressed by an abusive past.
As the two explore the play, Novacheck’s
deep affinity to the character of Kushemski becomes darkly apparent as he seeks
to dominate and be dominated by Jordan,
who is as mysterious and strange as the
character she portrays. Ives’s decision to
use an audition as the play’s central conflict
brings the work’s theme exquisitely to life.
In an audition, actors and directors both
hold and submit to each other’s power: A
director holds an actor’s fate in their hands
by deciding whether that person gets the
job.
The actor’s power lies in the fact that
without them, there is no show. The curious
power of an actor at an audition is that they
are asking to submit to the director’s power,

but, as Vanda Jordan remarks, “the more
[one] submits, the more power [one] has.”
When you ask someone to dominate you,
you are asking them to do something for
you; the more you are dominated, the more
the dominator does exactly what you want,
and therefore the more power you have.
This strange contradiction is at the heart
of the play: Where is power located, who really has it and why? If I willingly relinquish
power, do you truly have it? Or must you
take it? Underlining this point is a heating
pipe, going straight from the floor to the
ceiling, occupying center stage. This pipe
is alternately used as a stripper pole and a
whipping post. A stripper, dancing on their
pole, creates an illusory experience; the
audience believes they control the stripper, when in reality, the stripper decides
what they do, and when and how they do it.
However, when used as a whipping post, it
can be seen that sexual agency can be dangerously undermined by false submission.
This daunting play has more than met its
equal in the thesis team of director Massmann and actor Collison. Collison’s performance is magnetic, commanding attention
from the moment she crashes onto stage.
If at first she may seem somewhat vapid,
it will quickly become apparent that this

is an act put on as much by the character
as the actor. Collison has buried herself beneath layers of misdirection and complexity, keeping the audience guessing as to her
motives and identity throughout; she is able
to transition between characterizations so
smoothly that the divisions between Jordan
and Dunayev become impossibly blurred,
confounding any attempt at explication. It
is, in short, masterful.
Massmann’s direction is precise and
thoughtful, delicately walking the play’s
fine lines between its potentials for blatant
misogyny or a ham-fisted retribution, between the obvious and the subtle. She has
managed to take a play which could easily lose itself in its own theatrical esoterica
and surrealist nature, one which could easily become heavy-handed, consumed in its
own message, and deliver a deft, sophisticated piece of theater, as clear as it is sharp,
shocking and provocative.
Get your tickets now. You won’t want to
miss this remarkable piece of Kenyon theater.
The show runs Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. in the Hill Theater. Tickets are on sale
now at the Bolton box office. The show runs
about 90 minutes with no intermission.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Oprah 2020? Celebrity status
isn’t presidential
Oprah Winfrey delivered a powerful Golden
Globes speech to a star-studded crowd after accepting the Cecil B. deMille award for “outstanding contributions for the world of entertainment.”
Winfrey’s speech echoed the sentiments behind
#MeToo and “Time’s Up” — movements organized around combating sexual harassment and
focused on female empowerment and social equality. Winfrey is an influential public figure, and her
performance during this awards ceremony has
prompted speculation about her political future.
The question we should all be asking is not
whether Oprah will run for president in 2020, but
should she?
The answer: No, she shouldn’t.
This past Saturday marked the one-year anniversary of Donald Trump’s inauguration. We have
three more years left of his term, and the idea of
another celebrity campaigning for one of the most
influential positions in the U.S. is not something
we should encourage.
The presidency is not a job which only requires
a certain amount of charisma and the ability to
speak in public. The American president is a public
figure, but their most important obligations happen in private. They wield vast political power not
only within our domestic space, but in the global
arena.
The presidency is not a job which can be successfully performed by just anyone — this much
we have learned from this past year. The job should
be for experts, not amateurs, no matter if they are
celebrities.
Winfrey’s speech was moving and demonstrated her ability to tell a personal story that resonated
with many audience members. But instead of vying for political power for themselves, celebrities
like Winfrey should use their power to support a
qualified candidate and to raise awareness for important political and social movements.
This recent influx of celebrity presidential hopefuls — Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson’s rumored
2020 presidential bid and Kid Rock’s ill-fated senatorial ambitions are two examples — may invalidate the legitimacy and efficacy of the presidency.
In a time of tense international politics and an
ever-increasing ideological divide within our own
political sphere, it is imperative that the individual
we elect in 2020 has the skill set required for such
a position. Celebrities should not hold the highest
political office; politicians should.
This week’s staff editorial was written by two executive editors of the Collegian, editor-in-chief Bailey
Blaker ’18 and managing editor Lauren Eller ’18. You
can contact them at blakerb@kenyon.edu and ellerl@
kenyon.edu, respectively.

The opinions page is a space for members of the
community to discuss issues relevant to the campus
and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this
page belong only to the writer. Columns and letters to
the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian
staff. All members of the community are welcome to
express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all
letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian
cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous
letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters
must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior
to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many
letters as possible each week subject to space, interest
and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board
reserve the right to reject any submission. The views
expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the
views of Kenyon College.

HENRY UHRIK | CONTRIBUTOR

Kenyon Q’s: Finessing that final semester
HANNAH LEE LEIDY
OPINIONS ASSISTANT

Dear Hannah Lee,
I am a senior and am scared of the future.
I do not have a job or a place to live or any
semblance of a plan. I am very scared! Please
advise.
Signed,
I Am Scared and My Feet Are Cold
Dear Scared, Cold Feet,
I feel your struggle. Dude, I have no clue
what to do. But as I cultivate the image of a
soon-to-be-functional member of adult society, some pieces of rationale keep me from
completely crumbling on Middle Path.
I keep telling myself that there’s strength
in numbers: You and I and about 400 other
Kenyon seniors find ourselves in a thirteenweek countdown to the day our cozy bubble
on this hill boots us off to adultville. Thank
goodness we’re in it together, right?
Though I’m sure as you read that sentence, some kid in your senior seminar just
announced their fancy new job or their grad
school acceptance or that they discovered the
cure for cancer or whatever . . . traitor.
I’m a senior, but I’m still a baby. I can’t
apply for my own credit card and I never

mastered the art of folding fitted sheets. I’m
scared out of my wits. As I quake inside the
pillow fort of my NCA, keeping these three
points in mind soothes me (sometimes)
whenever the future rears its nebulous head:
First, growing up isn’t a race. Look at your
friends who graduated last year. They probably range from working professionals to
others in the midst of the job hunt to grad
students. No real measurement exists for determining true adulthood. It’s totally okay for
your lab partner to have a job lined up once
he graduates while you have no idea about
what you want next year.
After all, growing up means something
different for all of us. For some, it’s paying
our own rent. Others, walking across the
stage at graduation. Me? I’ll consider myself
at the threshold of adulthood when I actually
attend all those dentist appointments that I
schedule (then always postpone).
Next, there’s no best answer and no single
path to glory. I just sat through endless holiday gatherings where everyone offered their
two cents about what I ought to do post-grad.
From what I’ve deduced, this number of options means there’s no be-all, end-all solution
to life. Rather, there are multiple routes that
can lead to success and happiness.
Finally and perhaps most importantly:
Enjoy not knowing. Like you, having no plan

scares me, but it is also pretty exciting. It’s
starting with unchartered territory and plotting your own course. You could venture to
a new city; try your hand at a job you never
imagined holding; take a chance on a person
or an opportunity — the list goes on.
If the number of possibilities overwhelms
you, just pick one, try it and change when
you’re ready. If you discover your passion in
the process, then, by golly, you chase those
dreams.
It’s easy to get lost in the stress and anxiety about the future. But if you let it rob you
of enjoying your final semester as a Kenyon
student — in a place that you love (hopefully) among friends you love — you miss out
on what should be your last hurrah. As Ferris Bueler said, “Life moves pretty fast. If you
don’t stop and look around once in a while,
you could miss it.”
Love,
Hannah Lee
What are your burning questions? Don’t
know what to do about your hookup’s return
from a semester abroad? Trying to rein in reactions to out-of-control email threads? Submit
anonymously on tinyurl.com/kenyonqs or ask
Hannah Lee at leidyh@kenyon.edu and she
can offer the written equivalent of a hug.

Curry calls for Christ-based inclusivity
MLK “Day of Dialogue” speaker calls for action against injustice.
ETHAN BRADLEY
CONTRIBUTOR

We had an inspiring moment on the
Hill last Monday when students, faculty
and community members joined in to
sing “He’s Got the Whole World in His
Hands.” This tune was one of the final
moments of the Most Rev. Michael B.
Curry’s powerful Martin Luther King
Jr. Day speech. As a Christian, I can’t
help but remember singing this tune
in the Sunday school room at church
with the other pre-K kids. Hearing everyone in Rosse Hall join in song with
the presiding bishop of the Episcopal
Church was an especially heartwarming moment. It reinforced my connection to the Kenyon community, and it
was awesome to watch as people from
all sorts of religious backgrounds connected through something that is a
large part of my identity.
We celebrate Martin Luther King Jr.
Day to proclaim our gratitude for all
those who have taken action against racial injustice in our country and direct
our focus to current iterations of injus-

tice. Martin Luther King Jr. Day ignites
necessary conversations about race in
America. As Bishop Curry said, we are
all equal in God’s eyes and we need to
take action to be seen as equal in the
state’s eyes.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was a
preacher and his belief system throughout the civil rights movement was
based in his Christian beliefs and morals. King took the golden rule of loving
your neighbor as yourself to an unprecedented extent with his ability to turn
the other cheek and preach a message
of love in the face of violent opposition.
Christianity, similar to many other
world religions, is based on love, both
love for God and love for those who
need it the most. The Gospel is full of
stories citing Jesus’s care for those who
had been forgotten. Every story we
know about Jesus involves him standing up for society’s most neglected.
God calls us to take action against injustice.
Sadly, that is not the message that
everyone receives from my religion.
The side of Christianity that sends men

to hold awful signs on Middle Path often overshadows Christianity’s doctrine of love. Bishop Curry’s message
that Christians should not rest until
atrocious policies and acts that target
people of color, the LGBTQ+ community and the immigrant community
are rectified is one that I hold close to
heart. As Christians, we cannot ignore
this message; it is imperative that we
take action.
Regardless of your religious background, I hope you found Bishop Curry’s speech powerful and insightful. If
the speech left you with further questions about Christianity, I would love
to speak with you. I’m in a group called
Theology ‘n’ Chill that meets in the
undercroft of the Church of the Holy
Spirit on Tuesdays at 9 p.m., and you’re
definitely invited. God’s got the whole
world in his hands, but it’s our job to
make our world one where we are all
truly equal.
Ethan Bradley ’20 is a neuroscience
major from Chesterfield, MO. Contact
him at bradley1@kenyon.edu.
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A record for town and gown: The Collegian’s important role
Our paper manages to stay relevant to Kenyon and Gambier despite national media trends.
TOMMY JOHNSON
OPINIONS EDITOR

I’m told local news is dying.
At Kenyon, where the Collegian reports stories relevant
to both college and village life
weekly, this is clearly not the
case. In a time where the odds
are stacked against local stories
and local voices, we continue
to be more than just a college
newspaper.
A 2016 study carried out by
the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill designated rural
Ohio as being at significant risk
of becoming a news desert: Civitas, a large investment group,
owns 41 of Ohio’s approximately 300 local papers. Since 2012,
it has closed down four local papers in communities struggling
economically, and these have
not been replaced.
Local journalism is vital for
covering important stories that
might otherwise go unnoticed.
For instance, in the face of a declining revenue, the East Bay

Times devoted five months to
coverage of the 2016 ‘Ghost Ship’
warehouse fires in Oakland, Calif. that killed 36. Their exhaustive and potentially life-saving
coverage found what proved to
be a serious affordable-housing
crisis.
While the The New York
Times and media conglomerates like Gannett have grown,
the smallest papers have closed
down. And yet, the Collegian remains a community fixture.
I know, the Collegian is different. It is supported by the
College, run by students and advised by a member of the faculty. Of course this publication is
going to be more resilient than
if it were driven by advertisement and subscription revenue.
That said, the Collegian is
also Gambier’s newspaper. Sure,
we report changes relevant primarily to students, such as the
K-Card access policy. But we
also cover how construction
in the town center impacts lo-

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Spoken
6. Most populated
continent
10. Woody grass
12. Prominent symbol
of Archon Society
13. They might be sent
to the distribution lists
of all residence halls
15. Hamlet’s soliloquy
opener, in Spanish
16. Cowboy legwear
17. Remembered for
his razor
22. Idea
24. Someplace in this
state where you don’t
want to go?
25. Airplane security
providers
26. Burn
30. TI-83 function for
area under curves
31. Indian dress
33. Instill with values
35. A film major, perhaps
37. Spur inflation
40. Free Willy, notably
43. Pit
44. Abbreviation for
“attached”
45. Certain entertainment publication, for
short
46. Pre-Mayan civiliza-

cal residents. We cover the way
national policy decisions impact life at Kenyon. We publish
opinion pieces on accessibility,
the #MeToo movement, sustainability and other issues that impact us all.
Our work is vital in an
era where the least profitable
source of news, local media, is
perhaps the most trusted one:
While Americans have grown
more skeptical of both national news and their friends and
family over the past year, they
have grown more trusting of
their community newspapers.
According to the Pew Research
Center, the percentage of Americans who responded as having
at least some trust in local journalism rose from 82 to 85 percent while it declined from 76
to 72 percent for national news
outlets.
Living in and caring about
the place you cover lends itself
to a certain credibility, it seems.
We are members of this com-

“

Our charge at Opinions is to amplify
student voices in order to represent,
challenge and inform the views that exist on
campus.

munity, so we take great care in
depicting it accurately. In the
opinions section, that means we
try our best to publish pieces
that reflect the conversations
happening around the campus
and in Gambier. Our charge at
Opinions is to amplify student
voices in order to represent,
challenge and inform the views
that exist on campus.
Admittedly, we are only human. Our ears can only hear
the voices around us. Our newsroom, like newsrooms everywhere, could be more diverse,
not only racially and socioeconomically but also in terms of
student interest. Our passion
is journalism, a fact that is obviously essential to any good
newspaper, but which ties the

newspaper to the community.
We rely on those who, altogether, can tell us something about
the news.
We see ourselves as an essential component of life on
the Hill, a lifeline for the sort
of rigorous inquiry that keeps
this place running. But even a
lifeline needs people to hold the
rope and guide it in the right direction.
At the Collegian, we like to
think that we start conversations. We hope you will help us
continue them.
Tommy Johnson ’20 is a political science major from Pittsboro, N.C. He is the editor of the
opinions section. Contact him at
johnson1@kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
CONTRIBUTOR

tion
48. Harvest carrots
51. Tobacco vaporizer
(alternative spelling)
52. Homework application used in some microeconomics courses
54. Sass
56. The political sort is
one variety
59. “Bye-bye!”
60. Crowns
61. Describes a certain
spider
62. Producing a sound

mance with featured
soloist
19. Quite a seedy pet
20. “_ _ _ _ no way!”
21. Dust particle
23. Contaminated
Oklahoma mining site
27. Contribution
28. Probably best described by “busy”
29. _ _ _ generis
32. Three, to a Roman
historian
34. Its lowercase spelling resembles “six” in
binary
37. Common refrain in
pop songs
DOWN
38. Chicago suburb
39. Friendly red mon1. The 16th president
ster
or Biblical patriarch,
41. Love in the Time of
familiarly
_______
2. Wails
42. Craftsman
3. Recently fired White 47. Water reservoirs in
House staffer
the desert
4. _ _ _-soft, a video
49. Native peoples of
game publisher
Scotland
5. Candies, in Milan
50. Neither pi nor e
6. Promptly
qualify
7. Gonorrhea or HPV,
52. Theatre or sculpfor example
ture, for instance
8. English actor McKel- 53. Kneel in church
len
55. “Hey, you!”
9. Hottest crime trend? 57. Horse-favored
11. Eight, in Tijuana
grain
14. Most helpful
58. Error message on
18. Orchestral perforcertain calculators

No correct solutions were submitted for the last edition. Make sure you try
again this week!
Did you finish this crossword? Be the first to email a photo of your finished
crossword to collegian@kenyon.edu for a chance to get a shoutout!

SOLUTIONS FROM LAST MONTH
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Ladies extend North Coast Athletic Conference dominance
Women’s basketball team defeats Wooster, Allegheny and Denison to continue win streak.
ADAM POLLOCK
STAFF WRITER

WOOSTER
KENYON
ALLEGHENY
KENYON

KENYON
DENISON

55
62
54
64

44
38

The Ladies basketball team
solidified their status as a significant force in the North
Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) after beating foes
College of Wooster (4-13) and
Allegheny College (5-12) last
week by scores of 62-55 and
64-54, respectively.
Paige Matijasich ’20 fueled the Ladies with 22 points
including three 3-pointers
against Wooster. Sharon Hull
’19 poured in 16 points on 7-10
shooting, while Griffin Tullis
’18 dished out a game-high six
assists to take down the Fighting Scots. The Ladies finished
the first quarter with a ninepoint lead but surrendered
a 17-point second quarter to
Wooster, allowing Wooster to
finish the half down only 2826. Wooster mounted a comeback when Erica Roberts hit
a layup to give the Fighting

Scots a 33-30 lead with 7:54 left
to go in the third.
The Ladies then took control of the game with an exciting 9-0 run capped off by a
3-pointer from Jessica Gerber
’19. The Ladies finished the
third quarter on a high note, as
Ellie Schaub ’21 knocked down
a three to extend the Ladies’
lead to 11. Kenyon was dominant in the fourth quarter, and
another 3-pointer from Gerber
with 2:23 left gave the Ladies a
12-point lead and sealed Kenyon’s victory.
In their game against Allegheny, the Ladies cruised to
a relatively easy victory over
the Gators despite a shooting
performance below their usual standards. Four Ladies finished in double digit scoring,
including Tullis, who filled the
box score with 10 points, five
rebounds and three steals. The
Ladies held Allegheny to just
seven points in the first quarter, and a jumper by Hull with
15 seconds left in the half gave
Kenyon a 12-point advantage.
The Gators never led during the game, and relied heavily on a 17-point performance
from Delaney Arbore to keep
the game competitive, though
Kenyon remained in control

throughout.
Kenyon’s scoring leader
Matijasich has anchored the
Ladies all year, and credits
much of her offensive success
to Head Coach Suzanne Helfant. “I’ve gotten a lot more
confident in my shot, with
my coach allowing me just to
shoot when I feel like I can,”
Matijasich said. “My coach and
teammates always have confidence in me, which helps a lot.”
Matijasich is quick to credit her team’s all-around cohesion as a unit regarding the Ladies’ strengths in the areas of
toughness and intensity.
“That’s one of the best
things about us,” she said. “We
have great team chemistry, and
we’re always fighting for each
other. We always have each
other’s backs.”
On Wednesday night the
Ladies faced the Denison University Big Red for the second time this season, and had
a much lower scoring affair.
The Ladies defeated the Big
Red 44-38, despite only shooting 24.5 percent on the game,
much lower than their 39.4
percent season average.
The Ladies travel to face
conference foe Ohio Wesleyan
University on Feb. 3.

Lords end three-game losing streak
NOAH NASH
SPORTS EDITOR

KENYON
DENISON
ALLEGHENY
KENYON

90
93
78
97

In a dominant offensive showing, the
Lords ended their losing streak with a
97-78 victory over Allegheny College.
As a team, the Lords shot over 50 percent from both the field and from three
point range. In the victory, center Philip Crampton ’18 scored a game-high 24
points while Matt Shifrin ’19 added 22
points.
Despite an offensive outburst from
several of their key players, the Lords

dropped what was their Saturday afternoon game to Denison University, 9390. The loss was their third in a row and
their 10th in the past 11 games.
Saturday’s loss was also the second
time the Lords have been unable to pull
off a win in a competitive game against
Denison. On Dec. 2, the Lords lost 8483 in triple overtime at home against
the Big Red, despite holding several late
leads both in regulation and in each of
the overtime periods.
While the loss against Denison earlier in the year was a game defined by defense, this recent loss was anything but
that, as both teams scored more points
than they did in the previous matchup
in 15 fewer minutes.

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Guard Kiele Anderson ’21 takes a contested shot over two defenders while Lane Davis ’19 calls for the ball under the hoop.

Lords move into playoff position
with 97-78 win over Allegheny

In the loss, four Lords scored in double digits but Denison guard Maxwell
Siwik led the game with 35 points on
11/19 shooting and 7/12 shooting from
deep. Guard Matt Shifrin led the Lords
with 19 points and five assists. Big man
Phillip Crampton chipped in with 17
points, while Alexander Powell ’18 and
Will Sigl ’18 added 12 and 13 points, respectively.
The Big Red jumped out to 24-18 lead
about nine and a half minutes into the
game, but the Lords stormed back, reclaiming the lead and going on to hold
a 42-39 advantage going into halftime.
The Lords’ scoring momentum continued into the early stages of the second
half, as they extended their lead to 10

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Matt Shifrin ’19 dribbles away from a Denison defender while looking for a teammate. Shifrin finished with 17 points in the loss.

after first-year guard Ugnius Zilinskas
hit a jumper with 10 and a half minutes
left in the game to put the Lords up 6252.
Just as they did in the Dec. 2 game,
Denison did not go down without a
fight, scoring 31 points in the final 10
minutes to steal another game from the
Lords. A buzzer beating three by Zilinkas made the final score appear closer
than it was.
With the end of the regular season
less than a month away, the Lords are on
the outside looking in regarding a spot
in the North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) playoffs. Prior to Wednesday’s
win against Allegheny, the Lords were
in a three-way tie for last place with Allegheny and Oberlin College with their
NCAC record of 2-8. Their Wednesday
night victory puts them in the eighth
seed and in position to make the playoffs.
Only two teams will miss the playoffs, so Sigl understands the necessity
of winning several of their remaining
games. “We really need to win ... especially the ones against teams at the bottom of the standings like Allegheny and
Oberlin,” Sigl said, prior to their game
against Allegheny. “If we lose to one of
these teams then we lose the tiebreaker,
so it’s essentially like losing two games.”
The Lords will play next on Jan. 27,
when they will travel to Crawfordsville,
Ind. to take on Wabash University,
which currently has a two-game lead on
Kenyon in the NCAC standings.
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Caylee Hamilton ’21 swims the 200 yard butterfly. Hamilton won the event and three others in the Ladies’ victory on January 13.

Kenyon swimming starts 2018 with a victory
Lords and Ladies swim and dive defeats Oberlin after training trip.
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

While many Kenyon students spent late December and
early January relaxing before
the semester, the Lords and Ladies swim and dive teams spent
that time training in preparation for the second half of their
season.
The Lords and Ladies spent
time in Siesta Key, Fla. for a
training trip, in what has become a yearly tradition. “We
work really hard when we’re
down there,” Sam Palicz ’18 said.
This year the team was in Siesta Key for 11 days after taking
about three weeks off for winter
break. The training trip has become such a staple in Kenyon
swimming culture that the villas

the swimmers stay in also hosted current assistant coaches Fernando Rodriguez ’04 and Tracy
Menzel ’09 when they swam for
Kenyon.
“We lift a lot, we swim a lot,
usually we run a lot,” Palicz said.
Usually the athletes train twice a
day and spend their remaining
time on the beach. During the
trip, the Lords and Ladies swam
an exhibition unscored meet
against Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.), Baldwin
Wallace University (Ohio), and
Illinois Wesleyan University in
Venice, Fla.
Upon returning to Ohio, the
Lords and Ladies were ready to
face North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) competition.
On Jan. 13, the Saturday before
the start of the second semester,

the Lords defeated the Oberlin
College Yeomen 180-84 and the
Ladies defeated the Yeowomen
170-74.
The dual meet against Oberlin included an outstanding
performance by Matthew Cooper ’18. He was the fastest split
in both the first-place 200-yard
medley relay and in the firstplace 200-yard freestyle relay.
On top of his relay performance,
he tacked on a first-place individual finish with a 1.53.42 in
the 200-yard butterfly. For his
performance, Cooper became
the first Lord this season to be
named NCAC Men’s Swim and
Dive Athlete of the Week.
On the Ladies side, Caylee
Hamilton ’21 was named the
NCAC Women’s Swim and Dive
Athlete of the Week. Hamilton

helped the Ladies to a convincing victory with the fastest splits
in the winning 200-yard medley
relay and 200-yard freestyle relay while tacking on two more
individual victories.
With a 24.43 in the 50-yard
freestyle and a 59.73 in the 100yard butterfly, Hamilton earned
the maximum amount of points
for her team. Her showing adds
to the dominance of the Ladies
first years, who now have two
members among their ranks
awarded with the NCAC Athlete
of the Week honor.
The Lords and Ladies have
their senior meet at home against
Ohio Northern University and
Ohio Wesleyan University Friday at 6 p.m. and conclude their
dual meet season on Saturday at
the University of Cincinnati.

This week in
1969, the Kenyon Wrestling team, also
known as the
Grapplers, lost
to a “surprisingly strong”
Heidelberg
team 30-10. The
Grapplers only
managed one
tie and two wins
(one by forfeit)
in the matchup.

Lords and Ladies place third, fourth in Wooster Quad Meet
The first official meet of the season included the setting of a school record by Edwards ’18.
RITA CARMONA
STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday, Kenyon’s
track and field teams opened
their indoor seasons when
they traveled to the College
of Wooster for the Wooster
Quad Meet. Both the Lords
and Ladies set new school
records, and finished third
and fourth respectively in the
weekend meet.
Jonah Edwards ’18 was
named the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
Athlete of the Week for the
second time in her career this
past weekend for the sprints/
hurdles category. At the meet
this weekend, Edwards ran a
winning time of 8.13 in the
60-meter dash. Within the
entire NCAC, Edwards’ time
sits as the second fastest.
Edwards was not the only
senior who experienced success this weekend.
Jadah Jones ’18 broke the
Kenyon record in the weight
throw event, which she herself had set. Two seasons ago,

Jones threw 40 feet and 1.5
inches. This weekend, she
reached 41 feet and a half-inch
to solidify her place in the Ladies’ record book. Her record
break placed fifth overall at
the meet. Her teammate Gillian Blackwell ’18 placed second in the 200- and 400-meter dashes with times of 28:37
and 1:02.57, respectively.
These wins prove substantial to Kenyon’s season record, but seniors weren’t the
only Ladies to leave their
mark this weekend.
COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS
First year Sutton Amthor Tanner Orr ’19 participates in the long jump event during the College of Wooster Quad meet on Saturday.
placed fourth in the pole
vault and Keely Lovato ’20 Potter scored second place Colton Orr ’18 placed third that running on the indoor
placed fifth in the one-mile in the shot put and tenth for in the 60-meter hurdles and track was an adjustment but
run. In the distance medley the weight throw. Menakaya Daniel Hojnacki ’18 claimed he was able to overcome it for
event, Cortney Johnson ’21, competed in his first official fifth in the 60-meter dash.
the win.
Sophie Niekamp ’21, Lily Val- indoor meet with Kenyon last
Benjamin Weinberg ’18,
“It was a great way to start
entine ’19 and Grace Moses weekend, and felt “rusty from Patrick Algren ’21, Tommy the season with a win,” Stew’20 placed third with a time of break,” but placed seventh Johnson ’20 and Vincent Lew- art said. “Our relay has a lot
13:28:63.
in shot put and 11th for the is ’20 placed third in their dis- of potential, and I’m excited
On the Lords’ side of the weight throw.
tance medley. Michael Picone to see where we go.”
meet, 47 team points led to
On the track, Qiyam Stew- ’21, Tanner Orr ’19, Towle and
After a weekend of notable
the team’s third-place win.
art ’21 took third place and Stewart placed first in their moments, Kenyon returns to
In the field events, Jordan Kevin Towle ’19 placed in 4x200 meter relay race. Stew- Wooster on Saturday, Jan. 27,
Potter ’19 and Ifeatu Mena- fourth in the 400-meter dash. art ran his first indoor meet for the Fighting Scots Invitakaya ’21 scored for the team. In other individual events, with the group and claimed tional starting at 12 p.m.

